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1 Device Overview

1.1Description

The XY-MBT40A2 is a powerful, highly flexible, ultra-low power Bluetooth® 4.0 module based on the TI
CC2540 SoC solution, which has an 8051 MCU. Built-in 256KB Flash, 8KB SRAM, rich configurable
peripheral interfaces, and high-performance low-power Bluetooth RF, transmit power adjustable from -
23dBm to +4dBm, receive sensitivity of -93dBm. In addition, the module also integrates 32MHz and
32.768kHz crystal oscillators and RF PCB printed antenna, industrial-grade design, and RoHS process, half-
hole pins for easy production processing.

1.2Key Features

1.2.1 Hardware Features

Frequency: 2402 MHz ~ 2480.0 MHz
Package: 17.4X13.7mm(Half-hole), 20pins
BLE
- Compiles with Bluetooth V4.2, and 2 Mbps
data rate support of BLE 5.0

- TX: Up to +4dBm transceiver output
power

- RX: -93 dBm sensitivity @ 1 Mbps
- Link layer and AES/CCM integrated

CPU
- 8051
- 18 interrupts

Memory
- SRAM 8 KB
- Flash 256 KB

Power
- Power supply range: 2 V ~ 3.6 V
- Power mode 1 (3-μS Wake-up): 235μA
- Power mode 2 (SleepTimerOn): 0.9μA

- Power mode 3 (External Interrupts): 0.4μA
Clock and Timer
- 32 MHz crystal and RC oscillator
- 32-bit timer
- General-purpose timers (One 16-bit, two 8-
bit)

- Real timer clock
-Watchdog

Peripherals
- 17 general-purpose I/Os. Function IO any-
route support

- 2 UARTs with hardware flow control up to
1MBd

- 2 SPIs with master/slave configurable
- 2 I2Cs with master/slave configurable
- Full-Speed USB interface
- Keyboard interface
- PWM
- 12-bit ADC with eight channels
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- Temperature sensor
Modulation: GFSK
DMA
- Support internal RTC
- Full IO outreach including debug port
- 5-channel
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1.2.2 Software Features

The device can be connected to any BLE-enabled cell phone through HID protocol in the background
of the system when it is shipped.

Support whitelist set allows the device to connect and put the device into whitelist by serial
command, support command to clear a device in the whitelist.

Support serial AT command: Baud rate modification, Name modification, Allow the device to
connect, Get whitelist information, Clear whitelist.

Serial port output module status: connection success, connection failure, disconnection.
The module currently connected device authentication notification pin PIN19(P0_7): not connected
(high level)/connected (low level).

Module wake-up pin PIN15(P1_3) Function: Wakes up the module on the falling edge and disables
the module from going to sleep during the low level; this pin should be pulled low during the MCU
sending data to the module, the pin is internally pulled up by default.
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1.3 Applications

 IoT

o Home automation
o Sensor networks

o Building automation

o Industrial automation

 Personal area networks

o Health/fitness sensor and monitor devices
o Medical devices

o Key fobs and wrist watches

 Interactive entertainment devices

o Remote controls
o Gaming controllers

o VR/AR

 Enterprise lighting

o Industrial
o Commercial

o Retail

 Beacons
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1.4 Module Parameters

TA=25℃，VDD=3V and Frq=2440MHz;

Working Voltage 2.0V~3.6V
Working Frequency 2400MHz~2483.5MHz
Maximum TX power 4dBm(-23dBm~4dBm, programmable)
Receiving sensitivity(Low gain mode) -87dBm
Receiving sensitivity(High gain mode) -93dBm
Frequency Error ±20kHz
Working Temperature -40℃~+85℃
Storage Temperature -40℃~+125℃
RX Current 17.9mA
TX Current (0dBm) 18.2mA
Power Mode 1 (4uS Wake-Up) 270uA
Power Mode 2 (SleepTimerOn) 1uA
Power Mode 3 (External Interrupts) 0.5uA

1.5 Module factory default configuration

The factory default configuration of the HID transparent transmission module as the following table.

Parameter Default Value
Serial port configuration 9600bps，no parity, one stop bit
Module Name HID Device
Module Role Slave
Module Status Broadcasting
Broadcasting Interval 20ms
TX Power 4dBm

1.6 Power Consumption Reference

CC2540 official data sleep current is 0.3uA, module transmissions firmware measured power
consumption is as follows,
Event Average Current (Integral

Measured1)

Average Current
(Ammeter
Measured2)

Duration Testing Conditions /
Remark

Sleep 0.3uA 0.3uA - Power Mode 3
Broadcasting 202uA 0.25mA 3.85ms Broadcasting Cycle:

250ms
Connection 235uA 0.35mA 2.25ms Connection Cycle: 100ms
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Notes:
1. Official test method: Connect a 10 Ω resistor in series in the power circuit, and get the voltage drop waveform

with an oscilloscope and conduct integrated computation.
2. Multi-meter test method: Connect a multimeter (set at µA or mA level) in series between the battery and the

module to check the value shown, with the test voltage of 3.07 V.

1.7 Serial Commands

The serial data stream of the HID Transparent Transmission Module contains two types of data: serial
commands and transparent transmission data. Using the rich set of serial commands of the HID
Transparent Transmission module, developers can set the module's master-slave role, baud rate,
broadcast and connection interval, turn to broadcast on or off, turn to scan on or off, connect or
disconnect, etc.

The command data of the HID Transparent Transmission module is in the same data stream as the
transparent transmission data, so the command data requires a certain command encapsulation format
and command constraints so that the module can separate the command data from the serial data
stream.

1.8 Commands format

The command data of the HID Transponder Module is ASCII code. It consists of four parts, as follows.

Command start flag Command Code Parameter List Command end flag

Command start flag: "SPP:"
These four consecutive characters are used to indicate the start of a command packet.

Command Code:
The specific identifier of the command is used to distinguish different commands. For example: setBR.

Parameter List:
Different commands have different parameters, different numbers of parameters (greater than or equal
to 0). Every two arguments in a directive need to be separated by a space. The command code and the
parameter list should be separated by a space.
Command end flag: “\r\n\0”
These 3 characters (i.e., carriage return, line feed, and null character) are used to indicate the end of a
command packet.
Example: Set the module as a slave device: "SPP: setBR 38400\r\n\0"
where "SPP:" is the command start flag; "setRole" is the command code, indicating the switch role
operation; "p" is the parameter, indicating that the module is set as a slave device "\r\n\0" is the
command end flag.
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1.9 Command Constraints

There are three constraints on the command data using the HID transparent transmission module.
1) A complete command should be sent to the module continuously, or the total sending time of a
complete command should not exceed 100ms. (At 9600bps baud rate, it takes about 1ms to send one
byte, and about 60ms to send 60 bytes continuously. And the length of a correct command is usually
within 30 bytes, so as long as the bytes are sent continuously, there is no need to worry about the
command timeout problem)
2) The data between "SPP:" and "\r\n\0" should not exceed 50 bytes.
3) Use the correct and defined command code. For example, the "SPP: setbr 38400\r\n\0" packet will be
interpreted as transparent transmission data because setbr (br is not capitalized) is not the correct
command code.

2.0 Commands list

Command Function
setBR Set Baud Rate
GetBR Get Baud Rate

disconnect Disconnect
getStatus Get the current status of the module

saveConfigure Save the current configuration
getVersion Get the firmware version of the module
setPassword Set Pairing Password
getPassword Get Pairing Password
setDevRst Reset The device
getPairList Get the list of paired devices
delPairDev Delete a specified paired device
getPairState Get pairing status
setPairState Set pairing status
getAdvInt Get Broadcasting Interval
setAdvInt Set Broadcasting Interval

2.1 Module serial port response command code

Command Function
ok Operation successful
err Operation failure
dev Scanning Response
conn Connection Response

disconn Disconnection Response
timeout Connection timeout response
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auth Device authorization response

Note:
1. Refer to Appendix A for instructions on using the serial commands.
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3 Package and Pin Assignment

3.1 Package

3.2 Pin Assignment
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Pin No. Pin
Name

Chip
Pin

Name
I/O Description

Pin1 GND GND - Ground
Pin2 VDD VDD - Power Supply: 2V-3.6V
Pin3 P22 P22 I/O Burning DC pins
Pin4 P21 P21 I/O Burning DC pins
Pin5 P20 P20 I/O Reserve
Pin6 P17 P17 I/O Reserve
Pin7 P16 P16 I/O Reserve
Pin8 USB_P USB_P I/O CC2540 supports USB_P
Pin9 USB_N USB_N I/O CC2540 supports USB_N
Pin10 GND GND - Ground
Pin11 P15 P15 I/O Reserve

Pin12 P03 P03 O UART_TX: Module serial transmitter

Pin13 P02 P02 I UART_RX: Module serial receiver

Pin14 P14 P14 I/O Reserve

Pin15 P13 P13 I

Module wake-up pin (default internal pull-
up).
The falling edge wakes up the module and
prohibits the module from going to sleep
during the low level; the MCU should pull
low and keep this pin low during sending
data to the module, and then pull high after
sending serial data, and the module enters
sleep mode.

Pin16 P12 P12 I/O Reserve
Pin17 P11 P11 I/O Reserve
Pin18 P10 P10 I/O Reserve

Pin19 P07 P07 O

AUTH
Notification of currently connected device
authentication,
Low level 0: The authentication of the
currently connected device has passed.
High 1: The authentication of the currently
connected device has not passed.

Pin20 P06 P06 I/O Reserve
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Pin21 P01 P01 I/O Reserve
Pin22 RESET RESET I Reset Pin
Pin23 P05 P05 I/O Reserve
Pin24 P04 P04 I/O Reserve
Pin25 P00 P00 I/O Reserve
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4 Recommended operating conditions

Parameter Condition Min Recommended Value Max Unit

Storage Temperature - -40 － 85 ℃

VDD Battery mode 1.8 3.3 3.8 V
Environmental thermal

pendulum - -20 - +20 ℃/Min

5 Mounting Suggestion

You can refer to the following references for the mounting design of the module with an
onboard antenna (XY-MBT40A2 with PCB antenna).

Recommended module mounting example:
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 Please do not place any metal components in blue shaded space (*1), such as signal line
and metal chassis as possible except for the mainboard while mounting the components
in *1 space on the mainboard is allowed except for no copper plating area (*2).

 (*2) This area is a routing prohibited area on the mainboard. Please do not place any
copper on any layer.

 (*3) Characteristics may deteriorate when GND pattern length is less than 30mm. It should
be as 30 mm or more as possible.

 For the best Bluetooth range performance, the antenna area of the module shall extend
3 mm outside the edge of the mainboard, or 3 mm outside the edge of a ground plane.
The ground plane shall be at least 5 mm from the edge of the antenna area of the
module.

 All module GND pins MUST be connected to mainboard GND. Place GND vias close to
module GND pads as possible. Unused PCB area on a surface layer can be flooded with
copper but place GND vias regularly to connect copper flood to inner GND plane. If GND
floods copper underside the module then connect with GND vias to inner GND plane.

 Even when the above-mentioned condition is satisfied, communication performance
may be significantly deteriorated depending on the structure of the product.
Bluetooth range performance is degraded if a module is placed in the middle of the
mainboard.

 For mainboard layout:

 Avoid running any signal line below the module whenever possible.

 No ground plane below the antenna.

 If possible, cut off the portion of the main board below the antenna.
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Other modules mounting example:
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Placement of resin or plastic parts:

Placement of metal parts

 The minimum safe distance for metal parts without seriously compromising the antenna
(tuning) is 40 mm top/bottom and 30 mm left or right.

 Metal close to the module antenna (bottom, top, left, right, any direction) will have
degradation on the antenna performance. The amount of that degradation is entirely
system-dependent, meaning you will need to perform some testing with your host
application.

 Any metal closer than 20 mm will begin to significantly degrade performance (S11, gain,
radiation efficiency).

 You should test the range with a mock-up (or actual prototype) of the product to assess the
effects of enclosure height (and materials, whether metal or plastic).
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Specification Value

6 Cautions

6.1 Reflow Soldering

Reflow soldering is a vitally important step in the SMT process. The temperature curve associated
with the reflow is an essential parameter to control to ensure the correct connection of parts. The
parameters of certain components will also directly impact the temperature curve selected for this
step in the process.

6.2 Temperature-Time Profile for Reflow Soldering:

i. The standard reflow profile has four zones: ①preheat, ②soak, ③reflow,
④cooling. The profile describes the ideal temperature curve of the top layer of the
PCB.

ii. During reflow, modules should not be above 260°C and not for more than 30 seconds.

Temperature Increase Rate <2.5°C/s
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Temperature Decrease Rate Free air cooling

Preheat Temperature 0-150°C

Soak Temp Increase Rate 0.4-1°C/s

Soak Temperature 150-200°C

Soak Period 60-120s

Time Above Liquidous 45-90s

Reflow Temperature 230-250°C

Absolute Peak Temperature 260°C

6.3 Example of Newbit SMT reflow soldering:

Note: Please be careful of the amount of solder paste. The module may be lifted due to
excess solder.

Preheat Period (Typical) 40-90s

Liquidus Temperature (SAC305) 220°C
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6.4 Usage Condition Notes

iii. Follow the conditions written in this specification, especially the recommended
condition ratings about the power supply applied to this product.

iv. The supply voltage has to be free of AC ripple voltage (for example from a battery or a
low noise regulator output). For noisy supply voltages, provide a decoupling circuit (for
example a ferrite in series connection and a bypass capacitor to the ground of at least
47uF directly at the module).

v. Take measures to protect the unit against static electricity. If pulses or other transient
loads (a large load applied in a short time) are applied to the products, check and
evaluate their operation before assembly on the final products.

vi. The supply voltage should not be exceedingly high or reversed. It should not
carry noise and/or spikes.

vii. This product away from other high-frequency circuits.

viii. Keep this product away from heat. Heat is the major cause of decreasing the life of
these products.

ix. Avoid assembly and use of the target equipment in conditions where the products’
the temperature may exceed the maximum tolerance.
x. This product should not be mechanically stressed when installed.

xi. Do not use dropped products.
xii. Do not touch, damage or soil the pins.

xiii. Pressing on parts of the metal shield or fastening objects to the metal shield will
cause damage.
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6.5 Storage Notes

xiv. The module should not be stressed mechanically during storage.
xv. Do not store these products in the following conditions or the performance

characteristics of the product, such as RF performance will be adversely affected:

1. Storage in salty air or an environment with a high concentration of corrosive gas

2. Storage in direct sunlight
3. Storage in an environment where the temperature may be outside the range specified
4. Storage of the products for more than one year after the date of the delivery storage

period

xvi. Keep this product away from water, poisonous gas, and corrosive gas.

xvii. This product should not be stressed or shocked when transported.

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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7 Revision History

Notes:
Due to the continuous improvement of the hardware and software of the product, this document
may be changed without further notice, and the latest version of the document shall prevail in the
end.
For the latest information, please go to the website: www.newbitinfo.com to download, or contact
us.

Revision Description of changes Approved Revision Date

V1.0 Initial Release Allen 2019.09.05
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8 Appendix A: Serial command description

- setName

Function: Set the module name
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: 1
Parameter values:
Parameter Value(Name) Meaning
=string string is a specific name string (no "\r\n\0")

Note:
The parameter of this command is the content between '=' and "\r\n\0", spaces are allowed, but "\r\n\0"
is not allowed. The maximum length of the name cannot exceed 20 bytes.
For example,
Set the name of the module to "HID 123": "SPP: setName = HID 123\r\n\0".

Response：
"SPP: ok\r\n\0" (operation successful).
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of reason).

- getName

Function: Get the module name
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: No

Response：
"SPP: ok = HID Device\r\n\0" (operation successful, device name is “HID Device”).
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of reason).

- setBR

Function: Set the module baud rate(bps)
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: 1
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Parameter values:
Parameter value(Baud rate) Meaning
9600 Set the baud rate as 9600bps
19200 Set the baud rate as 19200bps
38400 Set the baud rate as 38400bps
57600 Set the baud rate as 57600bps

Note：
The module only supports 4 baud rates in the above table, and its default baud rate is 9600bps. when the
MCU sends this command to the module, the module will return the ok command first, and then change
its baud rate. after receiving the ok command, the MCU should also change its baud rate to keep in line
with the module to avoid generating error codes.

If the set baud rate is forgotten, the developer can try to determine the current baud rate of the module
by sending getRole (or other get commands) at a different baud rate until the correct response is received.

Response：
"SPP: ok\r\n\0" (operation successful)
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of the reason)

-getBR

Function: Get the module’s baud rate(bps)
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: No

Response：
"SPP: 115200\r\n\0" (module’s baud rate is 115200bps).
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of reason).

-disconnect

Function: Module actively disconnects
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: No

Note:
After a successful disconnection, the module will return to an idle state. When the command is
successfully sent, the module will first return an ok response and then a disconnect response when the
connection is disconnected. Note that when the main module is connected, sending this command will
abort the connection and return an ok response, but not a disconnect response.

Response：
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"SPP: ok\r\n\0" (operation successful).
"SPP: disconn\r\n\0" (connection is disconnected).
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of reason).

-getStatus

Function: Get module’s status
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

Note:
Slave devices operate in three states: idle, broadcast, and connected ("idle", "adv" and "connected").
There are five operational states of the master device: idle, scanning with a response, scanning without
response, connecting and connected ("idle", "scan rsp", "scannorsp", "connecting", "connected")." The
difference between "scan norsp" and "scan rsp" is that the former is when the module is passively
disconnected as a master device (i.e., disconnected by a slave device or disconnected by other factors),
the module will try to reconnect to the slave device, i.e., turn on scanning and search for the last
connected slave device. The module will try to reconnect to the slave device, i.e. turn on the scan and
search for the last connected slave device, but the contents of the scan will not be uploaded to the MCU
at this time. In the latter case, when the module is the master device, the MCU sends a setScan command
to the module to initiate the scan, and then the scan contents of the module will be uploaded to the MCU.

Response：
"SPP: ok idle\r\n\0" (Module is in idle state).
"SPP: ok adv\r\n\0" (Module is in broadcast state).
"SPP: ok connected\r\n\0" (Module is connected).
"SPP: ok scan rsp\r\n\0" (Scanning with response).
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of reason).

-saveConfigure

Function: Save the current configuration
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: No
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Note:
This command is used to save the current module parameters and status to flash so that the module will
be initialized according to the saved parameters and status when it is powered on next time. If the
command is sent in the slave device broadcast or connected state, the slave device will automatically
broadcast every time it is re-powered; if the command is sent in the master device scan or connected
state, the master device will automatically scan every time it is re-powered; if the command is sent in the
idle state, the module will also be in the idle state every time it is re-powered (with one exception: in the
idle state, a pair of automatically connected master and slave devices will be configured). After a pair of
automatically connected master and slave devices are configured in the idle state, both modules will
automatically enter the scan without response and broadcast state every time they are re-powered). At
this time, you need to send setAdv and setScan commands to enable broadcast and scan, and if you want
the module to broadcast and scan automatically at the next power-up, you need to send saveConfigure
command.

Response：
"SPP: ok\r\n\0" (operation successful)
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of the reason)

-getVersion

Function: Get the firmware version of the module
Supported roles: master, slave
Number of parameters: No
Response：
"SPP: ok v1.0.0.0\r\n\0" (Current firmware version is v1.0.0.0)
"SPP: err reason\r\n\0" (Operation failed, see Appendix B for the specific value of the reason)

-setPassword

Function: Change the pairing password
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: 1

For Example:
“SPP:setPassword 123456\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP:ok\r\n\0"
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-getPassword

Function: Get the current pairing password
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:getPassword\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP:ok 123456\r\n\0"

-setDevRst

Function: Reset the device
Note that unsaved parameters will be cleared.
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:setDevRst\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP:ok \r\n\0"

-getPairList

Function: Get the list of currently paired devices (MAC ADDR), which currently supports up to 10 devices
at the same time.
Note that the device MAC ADDR is the same as the MAC address that the device was authorized with
when the authorization was successful (SPP:authxx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx).
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:getPairList \r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok 02 CC:2D:B7:BC:5C:BF 3C:A6:16:32:CC:D1\r\n\0"
Where 02 is the number of paired devices, followed by a list of paired device MACs.
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-delPairDev

Function: Delete paired devices by MAC address.
Note that the device MAC ADDR is the same as the MAC address that the device was authorized with
when the authorization was successful (SPP:authxx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx). Deleting a device requires
disconnecting the Bluetooth connection. If the delete command is sent during the connection, then the
module will disconnect the Bluetooth connection before the corresponding device.
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:delPairDev F4:F5:DB:6F:F8:8E\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok\r\n\0"

-getPairState

Function: Queries whether the current module allows new device pairing authorization.
Note that unsaved parameters will be cleared.
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:getPairState\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok on \r\n\0” / “SPP: ok off \r\n\0"

-setPairState

Function: Set whether the current module allows new device pairing authorization. For power-down
saving, call the saveConfigure command to save.
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: 1

For Example:
“SPP:setPairState on\r\n\0” / ”SPP:setPairState off\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok on \r\n\0”
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-getAdvInt

Function: Query the current module broadcast time interval in 0.625ms.
Supported roles: slave
Number of parameters: No

For Example:
“SPP:getAdvInt\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok 160 160\r\n\0”

-setAdvInt

Function: Set the current module broadcast interval, the unit is 0.625ms; For power-down saving, call the
saveConfigure command to save.
Supported roles: slave
The number of parameters: 2 (The first parameter is the minimum broadcast time, the second parameter
is the maximum broadcast time, which can be set to the same time for both, but not the first parameter is
larger than the second parameter.)

For Example:
“SPP:setAdvInt 160 160\r\n\0”

Response：
"SPP: ok\r\n\0”

-ok

Function: Operation successful response
Note: The ok command is sent from the module to the MCU and its parameters vary depending on the
operation.

-err

Function: Operation failure response
Note: The err command is sent from the module to the MCU, and its parameters are shown in Appendix B.
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-conn

Function: Connection response
Note: The conn command is sent from the module to the MCU, and the module will respond to this
command when a device such as a cell phone is connected to the module.
Parameter: 24 0 72
For Example:
“SPP: conn 24 0 72\r\n\0”

-disconn

Function: disconnection response
Note: The disconnect command is sent from the module to the MCU, and the module responds to this
command when the connection is disconnected.
For Example:
“SPP: disconn\r\n\0”

-timeout

Function: Connection timeout response
Note: After sending the connect command, the maximum connection establishment time (8 seconds) is
exceeded, and no connection to the slave device, the module aborts the connection establishment and
returns this response.
For Example:
“SPP: timeout\r\n\0”

-auth

Function: Notify the MCU that the currently connected device has been successfully authorized and
record the device's MAC address.
Note: The auth command is sent from the module to the MCU. After the authentication is passed, it will
respond to this command.
For Example:
“SPP: auth CC:2D:B7:BC:5C:BF \r\n\0”
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9 Appendix B: Operation error code

err is the operation error code. When the command sent by the developer is not accepted by the module,
the module returns err.
Response: "SPP: err reason\r\n\0".
The values and meanings of the err parameters are listed in the following table.

Reason Meaning
“procNotDone” The previous operation was not finished.

“invalidParam” The parameters of the command are not legal.

“notConn” The module is unconnected.

“alreadyConn” The module is connected.

“advertising” The module is advertising.

“procFailure” Operation failure.
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10 Contact Us

The contents of this data sheet are subject to change without prior notice for further improvement. The
Newbit team reserves all the rights for the final explanation.

Please contact the Newbit sales team or visit www.newbitsiot.com for more related information if
needed.

NEWBIT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

16F, Huanancheng Building, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Tel:86-755-23320814

allen@newbitsiot.com

www.newbitsiot.com

htpp:/www.newbitsiot.com
mailto:allen@newbitsiot.com
https://www.newbitinfo.com/
htpp:/www.newbitsiot.com
http://www.newbitsiot.com
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